Seeking Data Analysts for Social Good (Freelance and Internship)!

Data Bloom is hiring data analysts who want to use their skills for social good. Positions are available for immediate freelance hire and summer internship (summer 2022). Data Bloom is a data consulting company that partners exclusively with social good organizations (e.g., nonprofits, foundations, & public institutions) to help them use data to enhance their impact. The Data Analyst will support organizations working in various sectors, including: climate change and climate justice, substance use and recovery, philanthropic giving, and bike shares and transportation. Working with Data Bloom provides the unique opportunity to use your analysis skills, programming abilities, and statistical thinking to analyze real data to positively impact your community. The positions will be fully remote.

Qualifications
- Master’s or PhD student in a data science degree program (including Statistics, Applied Statistics, Data Science, Computer Science, or related)
- Ability to perform self-directed data analyses to extract valuable information from data
- Data visualization and communication skills, able to convey findings in a way that is understandable to a general audience.
- Programming skills in R
- Data dashboarding skills using tools such as Tableau, Microsoft BI, and Google Data Studio

Diversity
Data Bloom recognizes and values the importance of diversity and inclusion in enriching the experience of its employees and providing a range of perspectives to overcome potential biases. We are committed to attracting and retaining employees with varying identities and backgrounds. Data Bloom provides equal access to and opportunity in its employment without regard to race, color, creed, religion, national origin, gender, age, marital status, disability, public assistance status, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression.

Interested?
Please email grow@thedatabloom.com briefly (~1 paragraph) describing which position you are interested in (freelance, internship, or both), why you are interested, and attaching a resumé or CV. Feel free to include any questions you have about Data Bloom or the position.

Hours & Compensation
The freelance position will be paid hourly, at a rate of $75 per hour, beginning as soon as possible, and we are looking for an average of 20 hours a week. You may choose your own schedule but must be available to meet for a few hours each week during regular business hours (M-F 9a-5p EST).

The summer internship (paid) will begin summer 2022, based on the individual's academic schedule. The summer internship will be a full-time (40 hours per week) remote position. Salary will be commensurate with experience.